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The name of my trailer is Trail Affair. The name of my trailer was given to me by 

picking out a word each from two different hats. After thinking about how I could do a 

trailer on the words trail affair I spoke to my tutor and he gave me some suggestions. 

Once I had decided what I was going to do mine on I planned out how I was going to 

film it. So first of all I created a mind map and put down my ideas what I might do 

after I had done that I put a mood map together which showed different kinds of 

images together which all related to love. When drawing the storyboard I planned 

how I would do each scene so I would know how long it will be. This was because 

trailer could not be shorter than 60 seconds and no longer than 90 seconds so when 

it came to filming it would be easier for me because I would know what shots to do. 

When it came to do the filming I did it back home in Accrington and I decided to act 

in it myself. When doing the filming it went really well just as I planned it when doing 

the storyboard, but there were a few changes when filming which were fine. In the 

whole trailer there is only me acting in it. What I was showing was that she is a 

married women and it shows she getting ready to go out she takes a letter out from 

the other man she is having an affair with and is on her way to see him, but she’s not 

sure if she is making the right decision she arrives at the train station and reads the 

letter again and is about to get on the train but she moves away from the train she 

decides not to get on she puts her wedding ring back on and tears up the letter and 

walks away. The filming process went well I got all the filming done in one day. 

When it came to do the editing I used the software Adobe Premiere which I found 

okay to use because I have used it previously. I also used a soundtrack I got from 

YouTube which is by Taylor Swift the songs name is Red.  

Storyboard 
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